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High-temperature superconductivity
models

Yu V Kopaev

1. Introduction
Cuprate-based high-temperature superconductors exhibit
special properties in both normal and superconducting
states, namely,

(1) a high superconducting transition temperature Tc;
(2) d-type symmetry of the superconducting order para-

meter D and low sensitivity to scattering on nonmagnetic
impurities;

T

TN

Tc

T �

x� x� xUD OD
xopt

AF
Pseudogap state

Normal metal

SC

Figure 1. Phase diagram typical of hole-doped high-temperature cuprates

(temperature vs. doping level x). UD and OD stand for the underdoped

and overdoped regions, respectively.
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(3) the following features of the phase diagram: proximity
of the antiferromagnetic and superconducting states, the
existence of the latter within a limited (on both sides) interval
of carrier concentrations (Fig. 1), and the existence of a
pseudogap state at T > Tc in the underdoped (UD) region;

(4) `violation' of the optical sum rule;
(5) the presence of a peak ± dip ± hump structure in angle-

resolved photoemission spectra (ARPES) and in the tunnel-
ing characteristics;

(6) the static and dynamic structure of stripes and its
relation to superconductivity;

(7) characteristic features of the inelastic neutron scatter-
ing spectra at T < Tc;

(8) a difference between the concentration of the super-
conducting component and the total carrier concentration;

(9) a large ratio 2D�T � 0�=Tc in the low-doping region;
and

(10) anomalous temperature and frequency dependence of
the diagonal and Hall resistivities.

It is understood that most of these features are related to
electronic correlations not only of a superconducting nature,
a fact indicated, in particular, by the proximity of super-
conducting (SC) and antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering in the
phase diagram (see Fig. 1) and by the manifestation of short-
range AF order in the SC region.

2. The Fermi contour of hole cuprates
As most solids, cuprates have no small parameter that could
be used to describe them consistently by theoretical means,
since the kinetic and potential energies of the particle
interaction are of the same order of magnitude.

Hence, a consistent approach from the opposite `sides' is
desirable, i.e. from the strong-coupling `side' (when the
energy of the interaction of two particles on a single center is
higher than thewidth of the band, or theHubbardmodel) and
from the weak-coupling `side' (the band description as the
zeroth approximation).

An antiferromagnetic state in the case of weak coupling
(spin density waves, or SDW) is possible only if there is
nesting of the Fermi contour (FC), i.e. matching of some
sections of the FC that occurs on displacement by a certain
momentum Q. Approximately such a shape of the contour (a
square with rounded apexes) is obtained from ARPES data
for all hole-doped cuprates [1]. The possibility of a substantial
rise in Tc due to the mutual effect of dielectric [antiferromag-
netic in the case of SDW or structural in the case of charge
density waves (CDW)] and superconducting correlations was
studied long before the discovery of superconducting cup-
rates [2].

In the Hubbard limit (which excludes the possibility of
two particles existing on one center), the tÿJ model is very
popular. The hole FC and excitation spectrum are deter-
mined, as in the band model, by the integrals of hopping to
neighboring centers, the only difference being that these
integrals are multiplied by the hole concentration in the
final state. The observed shape of the Fermi contour (a
square with rounded apexes Ð almost nesting) is theoreti-
cally obtained when only the nearest-neighbor electron
hopping is taken into account. However, the Fermi contour
obtained in this manner proves to be rotated by p=4 with
respect to that observed in experiments. Apparently,
allowing for hopping not only to the nearest neighbors
generally violates the nesting condition, but for certain
ratios of the nearest-neighbor to the next-nearest-neighbor

hopping integrals there is good agreement with the experi-
mental data.

This rotation, which is a characteristic feature of hole
cuprates, leads to two important consequences: (1) nesting is
preserved within a broad interval of hole doping and rapidly
disappears under electron doping; (2) as the hole concentra-
tion increases, the Fermi contour moves closer to the region
of extended saddle points.

From the viewpoint of Cooper pairing with zero total
momentum [3], this may be the reason for a higher critical
temperature and a number of special features in the physical
characteristics (due to the emergence of singularities in the
density of states) [4]. These two properties manifest them-
selves more vividly in the formation of hole pairs with large
total momenta (see below).

The same property of the Fourier contour is present in the
generalized tÿJmodel.

3. Leading mechanisms of superconducting pairing
The main models that have been developed to explain the
properties of superconducting cuprates can be classified
according to the following features:

1. Singlet Cooper pairing with the d-symmetry of the
order parameter is accepted as an unquestionable fact;
various mechanisms of attraction responsible for such
pairing have been proposed, namely,

(a) the phonon mechanism, typical of conventional
superconductors [2, 5]. The main difficulty with this mechan-
ism is not so much obtaining fairly large values of Tc as
justifying d-type pairing. It is expected that the renormaliza-
tion of electron ± phonon coupling caused by strong electro-
nic correlations may lead to what is known as preferential
forward scattering, which ensures the stability of the d-type
pairing [6];

(b) various electronic mechanisms of attraction, including
the excitonic mechanism [2].

2. Cooper pairing of the d-type due to repulsive
interaction. Such a pairing mechanism with finite angular
momentum was first examined (in 1959) by Akhiezer and
Pomeranchuk [7]. At present, the most sophisticated theory
here is the theory of pairing due to spin wave exchange.
This interaction is repulsive, and pairing is caused by the
fact that, due to the proximity of the system to antiferro-
magnetic ordering, the interaction of this type is at its
maximum when the transferred momentum corresponds to
such ordering. It is this momentum that corresponds to
scattering between the FC parts in which the superconduct-
ing order parameter has opposite signs for the d-type
pairing [8].

3. Pairing occurs at both attractive and repulsive interac-
tion if the gain in energy obtained as a result of the
superconducting transition is due primarily to kinetic
energy. Note that in the BCS model [3] the change in the
kinetic energy corresponds to the loss in energy.

There are several semi-phenomenological approaches of
this type:

(a) in the model proposed by Hirsch [9] the effective mass
decreases (the gain in kinetic energy) as a result of the
transition to the superconducting state. A graphic example
of this is the correlated motion of two holes in the
antiferromagnetic state. When only one hole is moving, spin
order becomes violated, and the size of this violation is
proportional to the length of the hole's trajectory. The
second hole restores AF order. Usually, this approach
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ignores the loss in the kinetic energy of the relative motion of
the two holes;

(b) as a result of analysis of ARPES data and the
frequency dependence of resistivity, Norman et al. [10]
proposed a self-energy part for the superconducting state
that corresponds to the gain in the kinetic energy. A more
thorough comparison of the photoemission spectra according
to the electron momenta for a fixed energy and according to
the energy distribution for a fixed momentum done by
Norman et al. [11] made it possible to substantiate more
rigorously the self-energy part selected in Ref. [10].

(c) the gain in the kinetic energy occurs as a result of
tunneling of a Cooper pair (the intrinsic Josephson effect) in
the stripes, between their metallic parts separated byAF parts
[12]. Such a structure is a characteristic feature of hole
cuprates, both in the static and the dynamic regimes.

In the Josephson effect the probability of a pair of
particles tunneling is equal to the probability of a single
particle tunneling (and not to the square of such a prob-
ability, as would be the case for uncorrelated motion of two
particles). As a result, there is a gain in the kinetic energy of
motion between the stripes when the system goes into the
superconducting state. This gain is the reason for the super-
conducting transition.

4. Strong electronic correlations responsible for the AF
state under light hole doping may lead to other nontrivial
states when doping increases in the direction of the super-
conducting region. Such states may be the reason for a
number of special features of cuprates. In this connection
the staggered current state corresponding to orbital anti-
ferromagnetism is being widely discussed [13].

Earlier such a state was studied within the band approach
with FC nesting by Halperin and Rice [14], Volkov et al. [15],
and Ginzburg et al. [16], and within the Hubbard model by
Affleck and Marston [17].

Another avenue of research is related to studies of the
effect of electron ± electron correlations on the separation of
charge and spin [18]. Here the superconducting state is
formed on the basis of new quasi-particles: charged spinless
bosons (holons) and neutral fermions (spinons). Correspond-
ing to the superconducting state is the simultaneous Bose
condensation of bosons and an analog of Cooper pairs
consisting of spinons. A rigorous proof of such separation
of charge and spin exists only for the one-dimensional case. It
is believed that, in the Hubbard case of strong correlations
and at the absence of a small parameter in the theory, after the
Hamiltonian has been transformed in a way corresponding to
one of the methods of separating charge and spin considered
below, the residual interaction will be weak. The boson ±
boson interaction corresponds to repulsion, needed for the
stability of the Bose condensate. Cooper pairing between
spinons is ensured by one of the variants of Cooper pairing
between holes. The residual interaction between holons and
spinons must be weak so that no reverse coupling between
them is possible. In this approach all the special features of the
Fermi contour mentioned earlier are related to spinons.

Several models are used to describe the separation of
charge and spin, as well as the various types of ordered states
and phase transitions between the states:

(a) the simplest U(1) symmetrymodel ofDing et al. [19], in
which the electron annihilation operator Cai on the center i
with spin a is expressed as Cai � fai b

�
i , the product of the

fermion (spinon) annihilation operator fai and boson crea-
tion operator b�i . Unfortunately, the new state is character-

ized by broken translational symmetry, and the d-type of
pairing for spinons proves to be unstable;

(b) the SU(2) symmetry model of Lee et al. [20] eliminates
the above-noted difficulties of the U(1) model. It introduces
two types 1 and 2 of spinons and holons, and the operatorCai

is expressed as

Cai � 1���
2
p �b�1i f1i � b�2i f

�
2i � :

In the d-type superconducting state, hb1i 6� 0, hb2i � 0, and
h f1i f2j ÿ f2i f1ji 6� 0;

(c) the Z2 gauge model of Senthil and Fisher [21]; if on site
j we introduce the phase jj of a Cooper pair, the boson
creation operator b�j � exp�ijj =2� corresponds to `one-half'
of the Copper pair; the spinon creation operator f �ja is
expressed as

f �ja � bj c
�
ja :

Note that in standard BCS theory the excitations, Bogolyu-
bov quasi-particles bk with momentum k, are linear combina-
tions of an electron with spin s and momentum k and a hole
with spin ÿs and momentum ÿk [22]:

bk � u�k�c�ks ÿ v�k�cÿkÿs :

For the Fermi momentum kF the coefficients u�kF� and v�kF�
are equal to 1=

���
2
p

, i.e. the quasiparticle charge is zero. This
calls for a number of special features of conventional super-
conductors, for instance, what is known as Andreev reflec-
tion, corresponding to transformation of an electron into a
hole in backward scattering at the boundary between a
normal metal and a superconductor.

5. Pairing with large total momentum.
With the above-noted features of FC of hole cuprates, the

hole ± hole scattering amplitude has, in addition to the
singularity at a zero total momentum of the hole pair, a
singularity when the total momentum K is of the order of
double the Fermi momentum, 2kF [23].

Here the region XK inside the Fermi contour corresponds
to momenta K < 2kF and the region XK 0 outside FC, to
momenta K 0 > 2kF (Fig. 2). Thus, there is no electron ± hole

�0; p�

k2

�0; 0� �p; 0�

XK0

X���K XK � X�ÿ�K � X���K

X�ÿ�K
PFC

FC

PFC

PFC

EF

ba
b0 a0

k1

kFK

2

K0

2

Figure 2. Fermi contour (FC) typical of hole cuprates: a square with

rounded apexes with the centered at point �p; p� of the Brillouin zone (EF

stands for the Fermi energy); the lines separating the regions of positive

and negative energies of relative motion form a pair Fermi contour (PFC).
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symmetry (in the case of Cooper pairing the total zero
momentum has corresponding to it states both outside and
inside the Fermi contour).

The scattering amplitude has singularities both for an
attractive potential and for a repulsive potential (Fig. 3). Here
the effective interaction is proportional to the corresponding
areas of XK and XK 0 . The observed singularities of hole
cuprates correspond to the case of repulsive interaction. One
of the poles in Fig. 3 �o�QSS� corresponds to a quasistationary
state and qualitatively describes the pseudogap region in the
phase diagram (see Fig. 1). The second pole �o�SC� has an
imaginary part corresponding to superconducting instability
[24]. Qualitatively, the frequency behavior of the scattering
amplitude (see Fig. 3) coincides with that for the self-energy
part phenomenologically introduced in Ref. [10]. What is
important for the emergence of these solutions, in addition to
the conditions of approximate nesting (whose presence
guarantees the existence of finite allowed regions XK and
XK 0 ), is the proximity of the Fermi contour to the extended
saddle points. Then the kinetic energy of relative motion of
the particles �k 2

x=2mx ÿ k 2
y =2jmyj� in the pair with momen-

tum components kx and ky vanishes along some lines
(hyperbolic metrics).

Pairing of the d-symmetry is determined through proper
summation over the equivalentK orK 0 states [23]. To remove
the above-noted instability, the ground state must be
transformed by employing the appropriate Bogolyubov
transformation. Here one must ensure that pairs with given
momentumK can scatter from occupied states into free states
with the same total momentum. For this to be true a fraction
of the hole states must be moved from region XK into region
XK 0 (outside the Fermi contour). If such a redistribution in
momentum space corresponds to a redistribution in ordinary
space (the emergence of static or dynamic stripes), the loss in
kinetic energymay be compensated by the gain in the AF part
due to the decrease of the hole concentration in this part [25,
26]. Superconducting pairing occurs along boundaries that
emerge in this manner in the regions XK and XK 0 , boundaries
that separate the states occupied by holes or electrons from
the corresponding empty states. As a result there appear lines

of a `pair Fermi contour' (PFC) (see Fig. 2) that divides the
regions XK andXK 0 into parts with positive X ���K

andX ���K 0 and
negative X �ÿ�K

and X �ÿ�K 0 energies of relative motion. In the
event of repulsive interaction there is no homogeneous (i.e.
independent of the relative momentum) solution for the
superconducting order parameter D�K� � const. However,
there is a solution for the parameter D that varies both in
magnitude and sign from D� to Dÿ in the passage through the
pair Fermi contour. Such a solution exists because the
intensity of scattering of a pair with a given momentum K
from the region X ���K

to the region X �ÿ�K
is proportional to the

area of

XK � X ���K � X �ÿ�K ;

and the intensity of scattering inside X ���K
and X �ÿ�K

is
proportional to the respective areas.

For Fermi contours with different signs of curvature on
different parts of the contours or for multiply connected
contours, the regions XK and XK 0 can simultaneously contain
filled and empty parts even without forming stripes. Then
PFC lines will represent a part of the Fermi contour. Such a
FC structure was recently observed by Bogdanov et al. [27].

A feature that sets this type of pairing apart from the BCS
model [3] is the presence in the chemical potential and in the
expression for the condensation energy of a term linear in the
parameter D [25, 26]. The reason for this shift is that the
smearing of the Fermi step on PFC when unequal parameters
D� and jDÿj emerge requires a shift in the chemical potential,
so that the number of particles leaving the region inside the
Fermi contour be equal to the number of places being vacated
(Fig. 4). This linear shift is amanifestation of pairing in a wide
region (compared to D, in contrast to the BCS model [3]) and
explains the observed `violation' of the optical sum rule [28].
This is the reason for the gain in condensation energy at the
expense of kinetic energy.

4. Symmetry description of the phase diagram
For a better understanding of the nature of the super-
conducting state in cuprates it is often advisable to describe
their properties from the symmetry point of view, which is not
model-dependent.

Zhang [29] proposed an SO(5) symmetry theory that
introduces five components of the order parameter: two
components (the real and imaginary parts) of the super-

BK1�o�

ÿwÿ1K

o

wÿ1K

oÿSC

o�SC

oÿQSS

o�QSS

Attraction

Repulsion

Figure 3.Real part BK1�o� of the amplitude of scattering of a pair of holes

with total momentum K as a function of the energy o for the cases of

attraction (upper part of the diagram) and repulsion (lower part) between

the holes; the points of intersection of the curve BK1 with the horizontal

lines indicating the reciprocal of the effective interaction, wÿ1k , correspond

to quasistationary states �oÿ;�QSS � and superconducting instability �oÿ;�SC �.

n2Kk

xKk

m0

� Dÿ � D�

0

Figure 4. Hole distribution function n 2Kk in a superconducting state near a

paired Fermi contour vs. the energy of relative motion xKk; the solid curve

represents the behavior with allowance for the shift m 0 of the Fermi level,

and the dashed curve represent the behavior when the shift is ignored.
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conducting order parameter and the three components of the
antiferromagnetic order parameter. The breaking of SO(5)
symmetry corresponds to phase transitions into the super-
conducting, antiferromagnetic, andmixed states.What is new
here is the introduction of a dynamic degree of freedom
associated with a collective triplet mode (the p-mode) that
mixes the superconducting and antiferromagnetic compo-
nents. The resonance in the inelastic scattering of neutrons
observed in a number of hole cuprates is explained in Ref. [30]
through the softening of this p-mode.

The abovemodel with large total momentum of the pair in
the singlet state corresponds to softening to zero at momen-
tumK of the singlet p-mode at point Tc. It is assumed that the
frequency of the triplet p-mode remains finite. The existence
of the superconducting order parameter discussed earlier and
not included in the SO(5) group is allowed for in the more
general SU(4) group [31].

Yang [32] has pointed out that solutions with large total
momentum of the pair may exist in the Hubbard model.
Japaridze et al. [33] have studied numerically the possibility of
realizing such a state as the ground state for the one-
dimensional case with allowance for hopping between the
centers of a pair of carriers.
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State of the art in applied
high-current superconductivity

N A Chernoplekov

1. Introduction
The name `applied high-current superconductivity' (AHCS)
covers the practical applications of unique current-carrying
capabilities of what is known as hard (type II) super-
conductors at temperatures and magnetic fields below their
critical values. In superconducting devices, compared to
those commonly manufactured of Cu and Al, the current
density in the winding is 10 to 100 times higher than in that
of traditional devices, there are no Joule heat losses in the
DC mode, while in the AC mode at commercial frequencies
the losses become as small as 10ÿ4 of those in resistive
windings. Moreover, the use of AHCS makes it possible to
develop devices that are cannot be manufactured by the
conventional electrical engineering technologies, e.g. mag-
netic systems with almost ideally persistent (frozen) current,
etc. With the cost of modern industrial low-temperature
superconducting (LTSC) wires and cables being about US$1
to US$15 for 1 kA m and that of copper wire about US$15
for 1 kA m, the question of expedience of using a super-
conducting device is determined by the acceptability of the
costs of constructing a cryostatting system for the device and
of the operation costs [1].

As is known, AHCS research began 50 years after the
discovery of superconductivity phenomenon. Today it has a
40-year history and two areas of superconducting applica-
tions have developed. The first area deals with applications
impossible without superconducting devices, such as modern
accelerators and detectors for high-energy physics, facilities
for thermonuclear research with magnetic confinement of hot
plasma, magnets of unique precision, stability, and unifor-
mity for magnetic resonance tomography, maximum-field
magnets for NMR spectroscopy, and magnets used in
research in physics, chemistry, and biology. The other area
deals with the use of superconducting devices in ordinary
industries, primarily electrical power engineering, transporta-
tion systems, mining, and other energy-intensive industries.
The brave attempts of the 1970s (especially in the USSR and
the US) to incorporate AHCS into ordinary industries after
successful R&D of prototypes of various superconducting
electrical devices proved to be unsuccessful due to the high
costs involved and the low reliability of the superconducting
devices of those times in comparison with traditional
electrical devices. The main reason here was the high cost
and low reliability of the cryogenic equipment operating at
liquid-helium temperatures, and in the USSR especially the
high cost of the coolant, helium.

Since then (the 1970s) much has improved in the LTSC
technologies (the quality of superconducting materials, the
possibilities of liquid-helium technology, and the very
technology of magnetic systems). At the same time, after the
discovery in 1986 of what are now known as high-tempera-
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